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Voyage to Morocco! In his sixteenth book, Kaffe Fassett's Quilts in Morocco: 20 designs from

Rowan for patchwork and quilting, world-renowned textile artist, Kaffe Fassett, takes us on a trip of

visual delight to Fez â€“ Morocco's enchanted, medieval-style city where bold, rich colors and

beautiful mosaics abound. Fez, known as the soul of Morocco, is the ideal setting to inspire Kaffe's

brilliant new collection, using the latest Rowan fabrics: Belle Epoch, Flame Stitch, Brocade Peony,

Gertrude, Joy, Bouffant. Practical instruction. Outstanding artistry. Stunning photography

throughout, a practical materials list, step-by-step instructions with useful tips, and 80 colorful

diagrams, illustrations, and templates for piecing the quilt make this book a must-have guide to

outstanding artistry. A showcase for 20 brilliant new quilts.. Kaffe collaborated with a team of

hand-picked designers whose remarkable quilts are featured throughout the book. Among the

designs are Liza Prior Lucy's Blue Morocco and Spice Mountains; Pauline Smith's Teapots and

Mellow Ninepatch; Brandon Mably's Carnaby; and Fountains by Ruth Eglinton. Â  Dazzle your

senses. Radiant photographs by Debbie Patterson truly capture the saturated gem tones and

deeply colorful, striking patterns of Kaffe's inventive designs. Kaffe's quilt Paisley Columns features

an intricate paisley fabric used to dramatic effect in the broad vertical stripes, and in his Strata quilt,

the deep zigzags of color highlight his energizing design. Beautiful quilts artfully interpreted!

Donâ€™t miss this opportunity to indulge in an amazing experience. See the enchantment of

Morocco come alive in gorgeous quilts you can make.
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Quilting

I only like three Kaffe Fassett books and this is one of them. Haven't had it long .but have already

made a wall hanging from the Teapots quilt. I have bought and resold four of his books so will not

buy anymore until I see them inside first

While the graphic patterns in this book are lovely, its main value is in its use of color. If you study the

underlying interplay of light and dark, color and contrast, you will see what lifts Fassett's work from

craft to art. This is what makes his collections so special. As you recreate the quilts in this book you

train your own eye. Use it as a spring point for your own inventions.

Absolutely the most gorgeous Kaffe book yet. Just to look at the fantastic scenery matched to the

beautiful quilts is a delight in itself without even creating the quilts. All quilts are shown in great detail

and excellent instructions follow the photos for each quilt shown.

This latest in the Kaffe books is a disappointment. There are no new quilt ideas. The colors lack

Kaffe's usual excitement.

Kaffe's latest book is a pleasure to read and enjoy the wonderful photos. His quilts are deceptively

simple in design but his fabric make them wonderful. He inspires me to try different color choices

and techniques when quilting, even though I am a novice!

I really liked the cover quilt, but didn't see much else of interest inside. I would gladly trade the

scenic photo shoots in the Kaffe Fassett books for some really interesting quilt patterns, traditional

or modern. I want to love these books because the colors are vibrant and the book covers are so

inviting, but when you get inside it is a letdown. It turns into a push to buy the Kaffe Fassett Rowan

fabric line, and the fabrics are the stars, not the quilts.

Major error in directions for creating quilt "Cayenne" pages 123 - 125. Directions for zigzag piecing

are wrong! All my fabric is cut including 65 - 8 1/2" squares and 23 triangles. All of these would have

to be reduced in size to fit with the zigzag pieces that are too small because apparently the pattern

instructions were never "beta" tested. Strips cut for zigzags should have been cut 5" wide instead of



4 3/4" wide. This messes up everything!When checking publisher's and Kaffe's website, I could find

no corrections. However, a "Google" search revealed one site with the correction needed. Thanks

Kaffe for the error.

Excellent book; lots of beautiful and very doable quilts. I would have given 5 stars, but many of the

templates must be enlarged 200 %, which is too big for a home printer with piecing them and

loosing accuracy. It would have bee better if the patterns were printed on a pull out page like many

of the other quit books.
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